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Newline BLACK

A member of the Danish Special Forces founded  
Newline back in 1981 as he cut up his parachute  

and used the fabric to make one of the first  
functional running suits ever.

In this heritage collection lines of the parachute 
form a selection of contemporary and functional 

styles – all designed with a military precision  
and focus on performance.
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EARN YOUR WINGS

Every Special Force member earn their wings by passing 
the official parachute training program. The wings are 
worn on the uniform as a proof of accomplishment. 

The wing hallmark is added as a detail to all Newline 
BLACK styles to underline our heritage and to keep  

up your motivation to train hard and earn your wings.
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HERITAGE

Newline BLACK originates from the parachute and cut 
lines of the parachute are visual in all styles. Styles are 

topped with details such as straps inspired by the Special 
Forces’ signature color burgundy and the wing hallmark 

which together gives BLACK an unique identity.
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WOMAN

BLACK AIRFLOW TEE  
#77303 / XS-XL

COLORS
096 Grey  

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Airflow Tee is a breathable, moisture management tee made with max-
imum airflow due to the punched fabric covering back and sleeves. The front is 
made of highly stretchable functional fabric to give you full mobility during your 
training. The flat seam construction, with lines reflecting those on a parachute, 
gives the shirt the unique design of newline BLACK referring to our heritage 
from the Danish Special forces. Inside the collar are details in the Danish  
Special Forces' signature burgundy color. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 90% polyester / 10% elastane

BLACK SPRINTERS  
#77311 / XS-XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Tight cut

BLACK Sprinters is...

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: ???

BLACK AIRFLOW SHIRT  
#77304 / XS-XL

COLORS
095 Dark grey  

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Airflow Shirt is a breathable, moisture management shirt made with 
maximum airflow due to the punched fabric covering back and sleeves. The 
front is made of highly stretchable functional fabric to give you full mobility 
during your training. The flat seam construction, with lines reflecting those  
on a parachute, gives the shirt the unique design of Newline BLACK referring  
to our heritage from the Danish Special forces.  Inside the collar are details  
in the Danish Special Forces’ signature burgundy color. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: 90% polyester / 10% elastane

BLACK HOODIE  
#77306 / XS-XL

COLORS
336 Evening sand  

CUT
Loose cut

BLACK Hoodie is a fashionable pre and post training sweatshirt in soft cotton 
fabric. On the collar is the Newline rubber tone in tone color logo. The Hoodie 
has a front pocket stylishly integrated with the cut lines, and a bottom hem 
cuff. The hoodie is made, with seamlines reflecting those on a parachute,  
giving it the unique design of Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from  
the Danish Special forces.  

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 80% cotton / 20% polyester

BLACK WINDSHIELD JACKET  
#77305 / XS-XL

COLORS
060 Black  

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Windshield Jacket is a breathable jacket, with windbreaker protection 
on the front. The jacket is made in a lightweight windprotection material, with 
ventilation punched panels on sleeves and back to give you maximum airflow. 
The sleeves have elastic cuffs, and a bottom hem drawstring. The jacket has  
a one front pocket, adding to the function of the jacket. The details on the zip 
strap and in the neck are made in the Danish Special Forces’ signature burgun-
dy color. The jacket is made, with lines reflecting those on a parachute, giving 
the jacket the unique design of newline BLACK referring to our heritage from 
the Danish Special forces.

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 100% polyamide

BLACK AIRSPEED SHORTS  
#77300 / XS-XL

COLORS
095 Dark grey  

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Airspeed Shorts are super breathable shorts made in a lightweight all 
over punched fabric to give you maximum airflow. Inside is a soft mesh hipster 
to allow the air to flow through and keep your temperature as low as possible. 
The shorts have a drawstring waist with string puller in the special forces signa-
ture burgundy color, and a back pocket with zipper. The cut lines on the front 
and back are reflecting those on a parachute, giving the shorts the unique de-
sign of Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from the Danish Special forces.

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 100% polyester

LS Tee
Dark Grey
77304-0954

LS Tee
Dark Grey
77304-0954

Shorts
77300-0954

Dark Grey
Shorts
77300-0954

Dark Grey

Tee
Grey
77303-0964

Tee
Grey
77303-0964

Wind Shield
Black
77305-0604

Wind Shield
Black
77305-0604

Hoodie
Evening Sand
77306-3364

Hoodie
Evening Sand
77306-3364

77311-0604 Sprinters
Black

77311-0604 Sprinters
Black



BLACK JUMPMASTER WARM SHIRT  
#77308 / XS-XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Jumpmaster Warm Shirt is a breathable, moisture management shirt 
made with a brushed inside for thermal effect. The shirt is made of highly 
stretchable  fabric to give you full mobility during your training. Design lines 
reflecting those on a parachute, gives the shirt the unique design of Newline 
BLACK referring to our heritage from the Danish Special forces.  Inside the 
collar are details in the Danish Special Forces’ signature burgundy color. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: 100% polyester

BLACK STRIKER JACKET  
#77310 / XS-XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Striker Jacket is an off duty jacket made of lightweight rib stop fabric. 
The jackets is designed with low front and higher back, two zip pockets, woven 
cuffs, hood and draw string hem.  

Details on zip straps and neckline are designed in the Danish Special Forces’ 
signature color burgundy. Design lines reflecting those on a parachute giving 
the jacket the unique look of Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from the 
Danish Special forces.

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: Main: 100% polyamide / Inner: 100% polyester 

BLACK WARM WIPER TIGHTS  
#77312 / XS-XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Tight cut

BLACK Warm Wing Wiper Tights are breathable moisture management tights 
med a brushed inside for thermal effect. They are made in a soft stretch fabric 
with a flat seam construction and compression fabric on the lower back leg 
to improve your blood flow and fast recovery. Back hem has an integrated zip 
pocket with the BLACK wing hallmark. The tights have a drawstring waistband, 
and a bottom legs rubber band, making sure the tights stay in place while 
running. The four reflecting seams on the front are inspired by edge seams 
from the parachute. The tights are made with cut lines reflecting those on a 
parachute, giving them the unique design of Newline BLACK referring to our 
heritage from the Danish Special forces. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: 90% polyester / 10% elastane

BLACK MOBILITY JACKET  
#77307 / XS-XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Mobility Jacket is made of a stretchable fabric that gives a perfect  
fit and full mobility. Front and sleeves are made of a 4-way stretch fabric with  
a brushed lining protecting you from wind and water. The back is made of a 
highly stretchable brushed and breathable fabric to keep you warm and to 
make it possible to get rid of excess body heat.
 
Details on zip straps and neckline are designed in the Danish Special Forces’ 
signature color burgundy. Design lines reflecting those on a parachute giving 
the jacket the unique look of Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from  
the Danish Special forces.

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: 100% polymide // 92% polyester / 8% spandex

WOMAN

BLACK WING WIPER TIGHTS  
#77302 / XS-XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Tight cut

BLACK Wing Wiper Tights are breathable moisture management tights. They 
are made in a soft stretch fabric with a flat seam construction and compression 
fabric on the lower back leg to improve your blood flow and fast recovery. Back 
hem has an integrated zip pocket with the BLACK wing hallmark. The tights 
have a drawstring waistband, and a bottom legs rubber band, making sure  
the tights stay in place while running. The four reflecting seams on the front  
are inspired by edge seams from the parachute. The tights are made with  
cut lines reflecting those on a parachute, giving them the unique design of 
Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from the Danish Special forces. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 90% polyester / 10% elastane

Black
77302-0604

Tights
Black
77302-0604

Tights

77308-0954 Thermal Tee
Dark Grey

77308-0954 Thermal Tee
Dark Grey

77310-0604 Padded Jacket
Black

77310-0604 Padded Jacket
Black

77307-0604 Cross Jacket
Black

77307-0604 Cross Jacket
Black

BLACK 4-WAY STRETCH DROP ZONE PANTS  
#77301 / XS-XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Tight cut

BLACK 4-Way Stretch Drop Zone Pants are made in a thin open texture fabric 
with 4-way stretch  to give you a slightly airflow and full movement mobility. 
The pants narrow in at the bottom, and have a rubber rem cuff, ensuring the 
pants to stay in place. The four reflecting seams on the lower legs are inspired 
by seams from the parachute. There is a back pocket, and the details on the 
zipper are made in the Danish Special Forces’ signature burgundy color. The 
pants are made with lines reflecting those on a parachute, giving the them the 
unique design of Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from the Danish 
Special forces. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 88% polyamide / 12% spandex

Cross pants
Black
77301-0604

Cross pants
Black
77301-0604

77312-0604 Winter Tights
Black
77312-0604 Winter Tights
Black



MAN

BLACK AIRFLOW TEE  
#78303 / S-2XL

COLORS
096 Grey  

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Airflow Tee is a breathable, moisture management tee made with max-
imum airflow due to the punched fabric covering back and sleeves. The front is 
made of highly stretchable functional fabric to give you full mobility during your 
training. The flat seam construction, with lines reflecting those on a parachute, 
gives the shirt the unique design of newline BLACK referring to our heritage 
from the Danish Special forces. Inside the collar are details in the Danish  
Special Forces' signature burgundy color. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 90% polyester / 10% elastane

BLACK AIRFLOW SHIRT  
#78304 / S-2XL

COLORS
095 Dark grey  

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Airflow Shirt is a breathable, moisture management shirt made with 
maximum airflow due to the punched fabric covering back and sleeves. The 
front is made of highly stretchable functional fabric to give you full mobility 
during your training. The flat seam construction, with lines reflecting those  
on a parachute, gives the shirt the unique design of Newline BLACK referring  
to our heritage from the Danish Special forces.  Inside the collar are details  
in the Danish Special Forces’ signature burgundy color. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: 90% polyester / 10% elastane

BLACK HOODIE  
#78306 / S-2XL

COLORS
190 Moroccan blue  

CUT
Loose cut

BLACK Hoodie is a fashionable pre and post training sweatshirt in soft cotton 
fabric. On the collar is the Newline rubber tone in tone color logo. The Hoodie 
has a front pocket stylishly integrated with the cut lines, and a bottom hem 
cuff. The hoodie is made, with seamlines reflecting those on a parachute,  
giving it the unique design of Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from  
the Danish Special forces.  

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 80% cotton / 20% polyester

BLACK WINDSHIELD JACKET  
#78305 / S-2XL

COLORS
060 Black  

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Windshield Jacket is a breathable jacket, with windbreaker protection 
on the front. The jacket is made in a lightweight windprotection material, with 
ventilation punched panels on sleeves and back to give you maximum airflow. 
The sleeves have elastic cuffs, and a bottom hem drawstring. The jacket has  
a one front pocket, adding to the function of the jacket. The details on the zip 
strap and in the neck are made in the Danish Special Forces’ signature burgun-
dy color. The jacket is made, with lines reflecting those on a parachute, giving 
the jacket the unique design of newline BLACK referring to our heritage from 
the Danish Special forces.

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 100% polyamide

BLACK AIRSPEED SHORTS  
#78300 / S-2XL

COLORS
095 Dark grey  

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Airspeed Shorts are super breathable shorts made in a lightweight all 
over punched fabric to give you maximum airflow. Inside is a soft mesh hipster 
to allow the air to flow through and keep your temperature as low as possible. 
The shorts have a drawstring waist with string puller in the special forces signa-
ture burgundy color, and a back pocket with zipper. The cut lines on the front 
and back are reflecting those on a parachute, giving the shorts the unique de-
sign of Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from the Danish Special forces.

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 100% polyester

Tee
Grey
78303-0964

Tee
Grey
78303-0964

Shorts
78300-0954

Dark Grey
Shorts
78300-0954

Dark Grey

LS
Dark Grey
78304-0954

LS
Dark Grey
78304-0954

Wind Shield
Black
78305-0604

Wind Shield
Black
78305-0604

Hoodie
Moroccan Blue
78306-1904

Hoodie
Moroccan Blue
78306-1904

BLACK SPRINTERS  
#78311 / S-2XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Tight cut

BLACK Sprinters is...

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: ???

78311-0604 Sprinters
Black

78311-0604 Sprinters
Black



MAN

BLACK 4-WAY STRETCH DROP ZONE PANTS  
#78301 / S-2XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Tight cut

BLACK 4-Way Stretch Drop Zone Pants are made in a thin open texture fabric 
with 4-way stretch  to give you a slightly airflow and full movement mobility. 
The pants narrow in at the bottom, and have a rubber rem cuff, ensuring the 
pants to stay in place. The four reflecting seams on the lower legs are inspired 
by seams from the parachute. There is a back pocket, and the details on the 
zipper are made in the Danish Special Forces’ signature burgundy color. The 
pants are made with lines reflecting those on a parachute, giving the them the 
unique design of Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from the Danish 
Special forces. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 88% polyamide / 12% spandex

Cross pants
Black
78301-0604

Cross pants
Black
78301-0604

BLACK WING WIPER TIGHTS  
#78302 / S-2XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Tight cut

BLACK Wing Wiper Tights are breathable moisture management tights. They 
are made in a soft stretch fabric with a flat seam construction and compression 
fabric on the lower back leg to improve your blood flow and fast recovery. Back 
hem has an integrated zip pocket with the BLACK wing hallmark. The tights 
have a drawstring waistband, and a bottom legs rubber band, making sure  
the tights stay in place while running. The four reflecting seams on the front  
are inspired by edge seams from the parachute. The tights are made with  
cut lines reflecting those on a parachute, giving them the unique design of 
Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from the Danish Special forces. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 90% polyester / 10% elastane

Black
78302-0604

Tights
Black
78302-0604

Tights

BLACK JUMPMASTER WARM SHIRT  
#78308 / S-2XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Jumpmaster Warm Shirt is a breathable, moisture management shirt 
made with a brushed inside for thermal effect. The shirt is made of highly 
stretchable  fabric to give you full mobility during your training. Design lines 
reflecting those on a parachute, gives the shirt the unique design of Newline 
BLACK referring to our heritage from the Danish Special forces.  Inside the 
collar are details in the Danish Special Forces’ signature burgundy color. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: 100% polyester

BLACK STRIKER JACKET  
#78310 / S-2XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Striker Jacket is an off duty jacket made of lightweight rib stop fabric. 
The jacket is designed with two zip pockets, woven cuffs, hood and draw string 
hem.  

Details on zip straps and neckline are designed in the Danish Special Forces’ 
signature color burgundy. Design lines reflecting those on a parachute giving 
the jacket the unique look of Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from the 
Danish Special forces.

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: Main: 100% polyamide / Inner: 100% polyester 

BLACK WARM WIPER TIGHTS  
#78312 / S-2XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Tight cut

BLACK Warm Wing Wiper Tights are breathable moisture management tights 
med a brushed inside for thermal effect. They are made in a soft stretch fabric 
with a flat seam construction and compression fabric on the lower back leg 
to improve your blood flow and fast recovery. Back hem has an integrated zip 
pocket with the BLACK wing hallmark. The tights have a drawstring waistband, 
and a bottom legs rubber band, making sure the tights stay in place while 
running. The four reflecting seams on the front are inspired by edge seams 
from the parachute. The tights are made with cut lines reflecting those on a 
parachute, giving them the unique design of Newline BLACK referring to our 
heritage from the Danish Special forces. 

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: 90% polyester / 10% elastane

BLACK MOBILITY JACKET  
#78307 / S-2XL

COLORS
060 Black 

CUT
Body cut

BLACK Mobility Jacket is made of a stretchable fabric that gives a perfect  
fit and full mobility. Front and sleeves are made of a 4-way stretch fabric with  
a brushed lining protecting you from wind and water. The back is made of a 
highly stretchable brushed and breathable fabric to keep you warm and to 
make it possible to get rid of excess body heat.
 
Details on zip straps and neckline are designed in the Danish Special Forces’ 
signature color burgundy. Design lines reflecting those on a parachute giving 
the jacket the unique look of Newline BLACK referring to our heritage from  
the Danish Special forces.

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training. 

Fabric: 100% polymide // 92% polyester / 8% spandex

78308-0954 Thermal Tee
Dark Grey

78308-0954 Thermal Tee
Dark Grey

78307-0604 Cross Jacket
Black

78307-0604 Cross Jacket
Black 78312-0604 Winter Tights

Black
78312-0604 Winter Tights
Black

78310-0604 Padded Jacket
Black

78310-0604 Padded Jacket
Black



MAN

LOOW X BLACK MERINO LONG SLEEVE  
#78318 / S-2XL

COLORS
098 Cool grey 

CUT
Tight cut

Fitted for all environments and able to meet requirements across all conditions 
our premium merino wool styles give you an odor free experience. Constructed 
from an ultra lightweight fabric, this t-shirt will adapt to your body temperature 
and give you a dry feel feel even under high pressure situations.

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 100% super fine merino wool (knitted in Denmark)

LOOW X BLACK MERINO SHORT SLEEVE  
#78319 / S-2XL

COLORS
098 Cool grey 

CUT
Tight cut

Fitted for all environments and able to meet requirements across all conditions 
our premium merino wool styles give you an odor free experience. Constructed 
from an ultra lightweight fabric, this t-shirt will adapt to your body temperature 
and give you a dry feel feel even under high pressure situations.

Every soldier earns his wings by passing the parachute training course. The 
BLACK wing hallmark reminds you to earn your wings through hard training.

Fabric: 100% super fine merino wool (knitted in Denmark)

LOOW x newline BLACK
short sleeves tee

LOOW x newline BLACK
short sleeves tee

LOOW x newline BLACK
long sleeves tee

LOOW x newline BLACK
long sleeves tee
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CONCEPT

Newline BLACK is a collection of technical running styles with a strong identity based on Newline’s heritage 
from the Danish Special Forces. The dynamic collection will be developed from season to season and will 
offer strong DNA styles available for supplement orders.
 
• Preorder concept – only preorder customers will be offered to place supplement orders
• DNA styles available for supplement orders
• New styles each season

DELIEVERY
  = immediate delivery
     = 1/9 2017
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POS

Window exposure

Store exposure

Tee
Grey
78303-0964

Wind Shield
Black
78305-0604

Black
78302-0604

Tights
Cross pants
Black
78301-0604
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